
PHASE

What are the high-level

phases across the

customer journey?

CUSTOMER

BEHAVIORS

TOUCHPOINTS

ATTITUDES +

EMOTIONS

TEAMS +

GROUPS

SYSTEMS

+ TOOLS

What are the actions

taken by the customer?

What channels does the

customer use to reach

you? And you them?

What attitude or emotion

does the journey evoke?

What teams and groups

are engaged in delivering

the experience?

What systems and tools

are used to deliver the

experience?
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CUSTOMER BEHAVIORS CUSTOMER BEHAVIORS CUSTOMER BEHAVIORS CUSTOMER BEHAVIORS

TOUCHPOINTS TOUCHPOINTS TOUCHPOINTS TOUCHPOINTS

ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS

TEAMS + GROUPS TEAMS + GROUPS TEAMS + GROUPS TEAMS + GROUPS

SYSTEMS + TOOLS SYSTEMS + TOOLS SYSTEMS + TOOLS SYSTEMS + TOOLS

Employee 

Experience

Customer 

Experience

INITIAL CONTACT & ASSESSMENT APPLICATION & INQUIRIES       

PREVENTION DUTY

Asked to leave

Grandma's

house in two

weeks, consents

to referral

Asked to

leave with

short notice

Given options

but no follow

on help or

support

Finally forced to

leave Grandma's

property, forced to

sofa surf with

husband's parents

whilst 7 weeks

pregnant

Triage Form

Example LA

Homelessness Service

Customer & Employee

Journey Map

Positive 

Negative

Neutral

Couple (ages 25

and 26), female

is pregnant (due

in 7 months)

Both Dutch

citizens
Somali

User Case: Family

Living at overcrowded Grandma's house for over a year since moving to the UK from Holland.

Grandma has asked them to leave the property in two weeks. Currently pregnant and no bed

allocated so sleeping on sofa/ floor. Struggling to access private sector due to affordability

"We don't have anywhere to go so we need support to live

somewhere"

DEMOGRAPHICS BEHAVIOURS

Both working

on low

incomes, no

benefits

Pregnant

Would like ot

have my own

home - 2-bed

property,

independently

Came to study

social care but

currently working

for Dutch

company phone

service

Stay in

current

area

NEEDS/CHALLENGES GOALS/MOTIVATIONS

          

NEEDS + WANTS

What is the customer

trying to achieve? What

do they need from the

service?

NEEDS + WANTS NEEDS + WANTS NEEDS + WANTS NEEDS + WANTS

Accessible

information on

'way the system

works' and what

the service can

and can't offer

Journey Type: Prevention Approach | Prevention Fail | Relief (Interim Accommodation) | Relief Fail | Main Duty | Main Duty Discharged

Pain Point Love Point Moment of Truth

REFERRAL & INITIAL CONTACT: 30 OCT 18

Telephone F2F Letter Email

30/10 Triage

assessment.

Asked to bring in

supporting

documents and

NTQ in two days

APPOINTMENT: 5/10 NOV 18 ARRANGING MOVE TO TA: 5 - 16 APRIL 19 ISSUES WITH BENEFITS: 15 MAY 19

Another

appointment but

this time proactive

action to help find

temporary

accommodation

In TA now but

issues with

benefits and

gaining full

entitlement

Clear

explanation of

the process and

timescales

involved

Know what to

expect at

appointment and

anything I need

to prepare

Help navigating

other service

systems e.g.

benefits and

immigration

Outcomes

and advice

explained

clearly in

writing

Know what to

expect at

appointment and

anything I need

to prepare

Know where I

need to go if

anything

changes or I

need fiurther

help

Accommodation

that's suitable for

me and my

household's

needs

TA PLACEMENT

2nd APPOINTMENT: 5 APRIL 19

1/11 Brings in

supporting

information.

Appointment

confirmed for 5/

11

5/11 Attempted

appointment but

line cutting off.

Rearranged F2F

10/11 Has

appointment

and advised

of options

Called to say struggling

to find somewhere.

Have been sofa surfing

and run out of options.

Advised to claim

benefits - agreed to

contact once done

5/4 Client seen

on outreach.

Appointment

booked 16/4. All

options given

16/4 Move

into Atlas

Property

11/4 Client

PSO form

signed

12/6 Gave birth to

son 4 days ago.

Advised to provide

birth certificate.

Husband returning

keys to Atlas

property 17/6

11/10 Nominated

for video viewing

at SC first offer.

"Please reply

within 24 hours"

11/10 Accept

the property

31/10 Gets

NTQ from

Grandma

5/4 Moves out of

Grandmas and sofa

surfs in family

member's

overcrowded

accommodation out of

borough. Will be

homeless 16/4

27/3 Female

applicant

signed off

work

5/4 Issued

prevention

duty

notification

and PHP

16/4 Issued notice of

admission to TA/

reception centre and

TA occupancy

agreement/ interim

duty notification

10/4 TA

placement

and visiting

assessment

15/5 Contacts

caseworker RE UC

situation - received

zero this month due

to husband's

overtime. Baby due

in three weeks

15/5 Agreed

to keep

posted RE

maternity pay

21/5 Receive

main duty

decision

letter

23/5 Expecting

call to view 1-

bed PSO

property

(GNTA)

17/6 Move

into one-bed

GNTA

6/4/21 Living in

property almost 2

years, a lot of damp

and had another baby

3 weeks ago. Advised

should have points to

bid but hasn't heard

anything

14/5 Discuss

situation and

documents

requested;

and returned

12/7 Provides

medical

information RE

son's health

8/6 Have

baby

12/10 Move

into 2-bed

permanent

social

property

TA STAY TA TRANSFER & STAY PERMANENT OFFER & MOVE

TRANSFER TO GNTA PROPERTY: 23 MAY - 17 JUN 19 TA STAY: 17 JUN 19 - 6 APR 21 SEARCH FOR SOCIAL: 14 MAY 21 - 12 JUL 21 ACCEPT SC OFFER 11 OCT 21

Hopeful of

alternative

temporary

accommodation

now baby has

arrived

TA no longer

suitable following

second child and

medical issues

with first

Ongoing delays

in securing a

suitable social

tenancy

Acceptable

settled 2-bed

property for

family

6 7 8 9

Proactive

help with my

case and

know who to

contact

Clear next steps.

Decisions and

advice explained

clearly in writing

Decisions and

their implications

explained clearly

in writing

Accommodation

that's suitable for

me and my

household's

needs

Know where I

need to go if

anything

changes or I

need fiurther

help

Transparent

process for

accessing social

housing,

including

timescales

Regular

updates on

my case

Accommodation

that's suitable for

me and my

household's

needs

Appropriate time to

consider offers of

accommodation

and fully

understand the

implications

Rapid Form

Housing

Enquiry

Form

Income &

expenditure

self-

assessment

form

PHP

composition

form

Prevention

duty/ PHP

notification

letter

PSO

application

form

Housing

Enquiry

Form

Notice of

admission to

TA/ RCs

TA

occupancy

agreement

Notification of

TA placement

(client/ TA

provider)

TA placement

and visiting

assessment

form

Housing

application

note

Homeless

application

form

Summary of

agreed case

s.184 main

duty

notification

Notice of

admission

TA

cancellation

notice

Supported

choice

referral form

HST

checklist

Medical

assessment

form

Housing Advice
Prevention Outreach Team Booking Team

Casework Team

Private Sector Opportunities

Homes & Communities

Homeless Support

Rehousing

1

2

3
4 5

6

1

Pain Points Explained

2

3

4

5

6

Client advised at triage they had two

weeks before they would be kicked out.

Waited 11 days for appointment

No actions or duty taken following first

appointment. Client remained in same

situation for 5 months

Required to provide same information

again at second appointment. Should

have been relief duty

s.184 letter received but not clear on

practical implications for client - also

seems unrelated to TA arrangement

process so could be confusing

Lack of clarity/ transparency on social

housing allocations process and client

unclear who to contact about this

Action to secure suitable social property

only triggered when client chases after

almost 2 years in TA. Then long delays

RE medical assessment without updates


